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ABSTRACT

A distributed beamforming technique at each user pair

(transmitter–receiver) is proposed in a (n,K)-user inter-

ference channel where K user pairs are allowed to simulta-

neously communicate with each other among n user pairs

(K ≪ n). Each transmitter sends a single spatial stream

and each user pair minimizes generating interference to the

scheduled receivers and the received interference from the

scheduled transmitters via transmit beamforming and re-

ceive beamforming, respectively. We analyze scaling of n to

achieve K degrees-of-freedom (DoF) with high probability

via the proposed beamforming technique. This results show

that the proposed beamforming reduces the required network

size (i.e., scaling of n) compared to the previous results on

(n,K)-user interference channel.

Index Terms— Degrees of freedom, distributed user

scheduling, transmit/receive beamforming, user scaling law,

interference channel

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, degrees-of-freedom (DoF) of (n,K)-user interfer-

ence channel has been investigated in terms of the required

network size for a given DoF [1–4]. In the (n,K)-user

interference channel, it is assumed that only K user pairs

among n user pairs are allowed to communicate with each

other due to restricted resources or scheduling complex-

ity (K ≪ n). The authors of [1, 2] proposed centralized

user-group scheduling (CUS) in which a genie divides the

whole n user pairs into ⌊ n
K
⌋ disjoint sub-groups and then

selects the sub-group yielding the maximum achievable rate.

For a single-input single-output (SISO) channel, it is shown

that the DoF of d ∈ [0,K] is achievable by the CUS with-

out power optimization if n = ω(SNRd(K−1))1, where SNR

denotes the signal-to-noise ratio. For multiple-input multiple-

output (MIMO) channels, it is also shown that the DoF of

1Through out the paper, the following notations are used if two func-

tions f(x) and g(x) have the following relationship: f(x) = ω(g(x)) if

limx→∞ f(x)/g(x) = ∞ and f(x) = o(g(x)) if limx→∞ f(x)/g(x) =
0.

d ∈ [0,MK] is achievable by the CUS without power opti-

mization if n = ω(SNRd2+d(K−2)M ) for d < 2M − 1 and

n = ω(SNRd(MK−1)) for d ≥ 2M − 1, where M is the

number of antennas at each user. However, the CUS may not

be feasible in distributed networks like ad-hoc networks.

For distributed networks, distributed user pair schedul-

ing (DUS) was proposed for (n,K)-user interference chan-

nel for SISO [3] and MIMO transmissions [4]. It was shown

in [3, 4] that the DUS can achieve the maximum DoF with a

significantly less stringent scaling law of n even with a dis-

tributed operation, compared to the CUS; the maximum DoF

of MK is achievable by the DUS with MIMO transmission if

n = ω(SNRM2K(K−1)) [4]. This result was obtained when

each transmitter simply sends multiple spatial streams (M )

and each receiver adopts a zero-forcing (ZF) MIMO receiver.

On the other hands, when transmit and receive beamforming

is used for interference mitigation, achievable DoF and the re-

quired scaling law of n corresponding to the achievable DoF

have not been investigated for (n,K)-user interference chan-

nel.

In this paper, we propose a novel DUS with distributed

beamforming (DUS-DBF) for (n,K)-user interference chan-

nel and investigate achievable DoF and the required scaling

law of n corresponding to the achievable DoF. In the proposed

technique, each transmitter sends a single spatial stream with

beamforming which minimizes generating interference to

other user pairs and each receiver performs beamforming to

minimize the received interference from the other user pairs.

As a main result, it is proved that the proposed DUS-DBF

achieves the DoF of K if n = ω(SNR(K−M)(K−M+1))
which is much smaller than the previous results [2, 4] for the

same DoF. Our simulation result also shows that compared

with the existing schemes, the DUS-DBF effectively reduces

the amount of interference in the network, which validates

practical merits of the proposed scheme.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an (n,K)-user interference channel embedded

in a wireless dense network (n → ∞) where n user pairs
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(i.e., transmitter-receiver pair) are randomly distributed in a

two dimensional finite area and each user is equipped with M

antennas. Each transmitter sends an independent message for

its designated receiver. It is assumed that only K user pairs

among n user pairs communicate with each other, and each

transmitter sends a single spatial stream to the corresponding

receiver at each time slot. A time-invariant frequency flat fad-

ing channel is assumed and all user pairs in the network are

assumed to be synchronized in time. We only consider the

case that K > M since each receiver can perfectly null out

the interference from other transmitters if K ≤ M .

Let U be the set of indices of all user pairs in the network

and Sk be the index set of k selected user pairs (1 ≤ k ≤ K).

Since the user pair is sequentially selected for transmission in

the proposed technique, |Sk| = k and Sk ⊂ Sl for all l ≥ k.

We also define Sc
k = U \Sk as the index set of unselected user

pairs after the k-th step of user pair selection. After K user

pairs are selected by the proposed DUS-DBF, the K selected

transmitters send their data simultaneously, which constructs

a K-user interference channel. Without loss of generality and

for mathematical simplicity, we denote the indices of K se-

lected user pairs as K = {1, 2, . . . ,K}. Then, the t-th re-

ceived signal at the j-th user (j ∈ K) is given as

yj [t] =
√
γj,j Hj,j [t]w̃j [t]xj [t]

+

K
∑

i=1,i6=j

√
γi,j Hi,j [t]w̃i[t]xi[t] + zj [t], (1)

where
√
γi,j (≤ 1) denotes the path-loss between the i-th

transmitter and the j-th receiver (i, j ∈ K). Hi,j [t] ∈ CM×M

indicates the channel matrix between the i-th transmitter

and the j-th receiver, of which each element is modeled as

an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex

Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit vari-

ance. xi[t] indicates the transmitted signal of the i-th user.

w̃i[t] ∈ CM×1 denotes the transmit beamforming vector at

the i-th transmitter and zj [t] ∈ CM×1 denotes an Gaussian

noise vector at the j-th receiver where each element has zero

mean and unit variance, i.e., zj [t] ∼ CN (0, I). From now,

we omit the time index t.

3. DISTRIBUTED USER PAIR SCHEDULING WITH

TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE BEAMFORMING

We consider both transmit beamforming and receive beam-

forming for each user. With transmit and receive beamform-

ing, each transmitter sends a single spatial stream.

3.1. Transmit & Receive Beamforming

In DUS-DBF, each transmitter performs transmit beamform-

ing to minimize total amounts of the generated interference

from the transmitter to the user pairs already selected. Simi-

larly, each receiver performs beamforming to minimize total

amounts of the received interference from the user pairs al-

ready selected. For given transmit beamforming vectors w̃s

for s ∈ Sc
k−1, the interference generated from an arbitrary

transmitter s ∈ Sc
k−1 to the k − 1 selected receivers in Sk−1

is given by

Ĩ
k,s
GI =

k−1
∑

j=1

γs,j‖uH
j Hs,jw̃s‖2SNR = ||Gk,sw̃s||2SNR, (2)

where SNR is the transmit power,uj is the receive beamform-

ing vector of the j-th selected user pair, which will be given

in (10), and

Gk,s=
[√

γs,1(u
H
1Hs,1)

T, . . . ,
√
γs,k−1(u

H
k−1Hs,k−1)

T
]T
, (3)

where aH denotes the conjugate transpose of vector a. Using

a singular value decomposition (SVD), Gk,s is expressed as

Gk,s = Qk,s Σk,s
(

Vk,s
)H ∈ C

(k−1)×M , (4)

where Qk,s ∈ C(k−1)×(k−1), Vk,s ∈ CM×M , and Σk,s =
diag(σk,s

1 , · · · , σk,s
p ) ∈ C(k−1)×M , where σ

k,s
1 ≥ σ

k,s
2 ≥

· · · ≥ σk,s
p and p = min(k − 1,M). Based on (2), to min-

imize total amounts of interference to the users pairs already

selected, the transmit beamforming vector ws for transmitter

s ∈ Sc
k−1 is determined as

ws = argmin
v

‖Gk,sv‖2 = v
k,s
M , (5)

where v
k,s
M is the M -th column of Vk,s. For given the trans-

mit beamforming vector ws, the total amounts of interference

generated from transmitter s ∈ Sc
k−1 to the user pairs selected

already Sk−1 is given by

I
k,s
GI =

k−1
∑

j=1

γs,j |uH
j Hs,jws|2SNR. (6)

Similarly, for given receive beamforming vectors ũs of

s ∈ Sc
k−1, the received interference at the receiver s ∈ Sc

k−1,

that are received from the k−1 selected transmitters in Sk−1,

can be written by

Ĩ
k,s
RI =

k−1
∑

i=1

γi,s|ũH
s Hi,swi|2SNR = ||ũH

s Gk,s||SNR, (7)

where wi is the transmit beamforming vector of the i-th se-

lected user pair, which is given in (5), and

Gk,s = [
√
γ1,sH1,sw1, . . . ,

√
γk−1,sHk−1,swk−1]. (8)

Using SVD, Gk,s is decomposed as

Gk,s = Qk,s Σk,s
(

Vk,s
)H ∈ C

M×(k−1), (9)
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where Qk,s ∈ CM×M , Vk,s ∈ C(k−1)×(k−1), and Σk,s =
diag(σk,s

1 , · · · , σk,s
z ) ∈ CM×(k−1), where σ

k,s
1 ≥ σ

k,s
2 ≥

· · · ≥ σk,s
z and z = min{M,k − 1}. Based on (9), to

minimize total amounts of received interference at receiver

s ∈ Sc
k−1, the receive beamforming vector is determined as

us = argmin
q

||qHGk,s||2 = q
k,s
M , (10)

where q
k,s
M is the M -th column of Qk,s. For given receive

beamforming vector us, the total amounts of interference at

s ∈ Sc
k−1, received from the transmitter in Sk−1, is given by

I
k,s
RI =

k−1
∑

i=1

γi,s|uH
s Hi,swi|2SNR. (11)

3.2. Overall Procedure

We assume that time duration for pilot signal transmission

is short enough, compared to that of data transmission. The

overall procedure of the proposed DUS-DBF as follows:

• Step 1 (First user pair selection with random beamforming,

i.e., k = 1): Each transmitter generates a random backoff

time and the transmitter having the minimum backoff time is

selected and then its index is added in S1. The first user pair

transmit and receive data with random transmit and receive

beamforming. The first user pair exchange reference signals

(or pilot signals) precoded by w1 and u1, respectively, for

estimating the effective (precoded) channel betweem them-

selves.

• Step 2 (User pair selection with interference nulling, i.e.,

2 ≤ k ≤ M ): Overhearing the exchange of the reference sig-

nals in Step 1, each user pair in Sc
1 determine the transmit and

the receive beamforming vectors ws and us according to (5)

and (10), respectively. Note that when 2 ≤ k ≤ M all user

pairs in Sc
1 can perfectly null out interference by choosing ws

and us such that I
2,s
GI = 0 and I

2,s
RI = 0. Then, each trans-

mitter in Sc
1 generates random backoff time and the index of

the transmitter having the mininum backoff time is added to

S2. The selected user pair exchange reference signals with

the transmit and the receive beamforming vectors w2 and u2.

Overhearing the exchanged reference signals, each user pair

in Sc
2 determine the transmit and the receive beamforming

vectors ws and us according to (5) and (10), respectively. In

this way, the above process is repeated until M -th user pair is

selected, i.e., k = M .

• Step 3 (User pair selection with interference minimization,

i.e., M + 1 ≤ k ≤ K): When k ≥ M + 1, user pairs cannot

choose ws and us such that I
k,s
GI = 0 and I

k,s
RI = 0. Each

receiver in Sc
k examines if I

k,s
RI ≤ ǫk−M , where ǫk−M > 0

is a pre-determined threshold. We call it a receiver thresh-

old condition. The backoff time of the receivers satisfying

the threshold condition in Sc
k is set to Tmax · I

k,s

RI

ǫk−M
, where

Tmax denotes the maximum backoff time. After the gener-

ated backoff time expires, each receiver sends 1-bit signal to

the corresponding transmitter, indicating whether the receiver

threshold condition is satisfied or not. Once the correspond-

ing transmitter receives the 1-bit signal from the receiver, it

checks if I
k,s
GI ≤ ǫk−M , which is called a transmitter thresh-

old condition. If the transmitter threshold condition is also

satisfied, then the user pair is selected and its index is added

in Sk. The user pair exchange reference signals as in Step 2.

If no user pair in Sc
k satisfies both the receiver and the trans-

mitter threshold conditions, scheduling outage is declared.

Once the scheduling outage occurs, all nodes included in

Sk−1 defer transmission and reset the protocol. The process

is repeated until k = K .

• Stage 4 (Data transmission): After K user pairs are se-

lected, the selected transmitters simultaneously send their

data with the chosen transmit beamforming vectors, and the

selected receivers decode the received data with the chosen

receive beamforming vectors, which forms so called K-user

interference channel.

4. DOF ACHIEVABILITY

In this section, we analyze the achievable DoF of the proposed

DUS-DBF protocol in (n,K)-user interference channel. The

received signal at the j-th user in (1) is rewritten as

rj=
√
γj,ju

H
j Hj,jwjxj+

K
∑

i=1
i6=j

√
γi,ju

H
j Hi,jwixi+uH

j zj , (12)

and the achievable rate of the j-th receiver is given by

Rj=log

(

1+
γj,j |uH

j Hj,jwj |2 SNR
‖uj‖2+

∑K

i=1,i6=jγi,j |uH
j Hi,jwi|2SNR

)

. (13)

Theorem 1. The proposed DUS-DBF achieves the DoF of K

if n = ω(SNR(K−M)(K−M+1)), where M denotes the num-

ber of antennas at each user.

Proof. DoF 1 is achievable if the total amount of the received

interference at a single user remains finite as SNR goes to

infinity [4]. Thus, the achievable DoF is written by

DoF = K · lim
SNR→∞

PDBF, (14)

wherePDBF=P

{

∑K
i=1
i6=j

γi,j |uH
j Hi,jwi|2SNR≤ǫ,∀j∈K

}

, and

ǫ > 0 which is independent of SNR for given j, 1 ≤ j ≤ K .

The probability PDBF is lower bounded by

PDBF ≥
K
∏

k=M+1

P

{

I
k,s
GI ≤ ǫk−M

SNR
, I

k,s
RI ≤ ǫk−M

SNR

}

, (15)

≥
K
∏

k=M+1

P

{

k−1
∑

j=1

γk,j |ûH
j Hk,jŵk|2 ≤ ǫk−M

SNR
,

}

× P

{

k−1
∑

i=1

γi,k|ûH
k Hi,kŵi|2 ≤ ǫk−M

SNR

}

, (16)
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≥
K
∏

k=M+1

P

{

J
k,s
GI ≤ ǫk−M

SNR
, J

k,s
RI ≤ ǫk−M

SNR

}

, (17)

where ǫ = 2
∑K

k=M+1 ǫk−M , J
k,s
GI =

∑k−1
j=1 |ûH

j Hk,jŵk|2,

and J
k,s
RI =

∑k−1
i=1 |ûH

k Hi,kŵi|2. The inequality (15) is de-

rived from the facts that P{A+B ≤ 2ǫ} ≥ P{A ≤ ǫ}P{B ≤
ǫ} and perfect interference nulling is possible until the M -th

user selection. The inequality (16) comes from the assump-

tion that the transmit and receive beamforming vectors (ŵs

and ûs) are designed to minimize the generated interference

and received interference without a consideration of pathloss

terms, i.e., γi,s = γs,j = 1 in (5) and (10). In (16), since

the beamforming vectors are designed based on only small

scale fading, the amount of interference is larger than that by

the beamforming vectors considering both pathloss and small

scale fading. The inequality (17) holds because pathloss is

always smaller than 1. Then, using the probability that there

exists at least one user pair in the network at each user selec-

tion step, which satisfies the threshold conditions, (17) can be

re-written as

K
∏

k=M+1

1−
{

1−F
J

k,s

GI

(ǫk−M

SNR

)

F
J

k,s

RI

(ǫk−M

SNR

)}n−k+1

, (18)

whereF
J

k,s

GI

(·) and F
J

k,s

RI

(·) are the CDFs of random variables

J
k,s
GI and J

k,s
RI , respectively.

Lemma 1 ( [5]). The first order approximation of cumulative

distribution function (CDF) of J
k,s
GI and J

k,s
RI for k ≥ M + 1

is given by

F
J

k,s

GI

(

ǫk−MSNR
−1
)

= F
J

k,s

RI

(

ǫk−MSNR
−1
)

= ΨM
k · SNR−ρM

k + o(ΦM
k · SNR−ρM

k ), (19)

where ρMk = k−M , ΨM
k = β(ǫk−M )ρ

M
k , ΦM

k = (ǫk−M )ρ
M
k ,

and β is the constant independent on SNR.

Using Lemma 1, (18) can be given by

K
∏

k=M+1

1−
{

1−
(

(ΨM
k )2

SNR
2ρM

k

+2
ΨM

k

SNR
ρM
k

o
( ΦM

k

SNR
ρM
k

)

+ o
( (ΨM

k )2

SNR
2ρM

k

)

)}n−k+1

. (20)

Note that each probability term in (20) approaches to 0 as

SNR increases for a finite n. However, if the network size n

scales at least as ω(SNR2ρM
k ) for each k ∈ {M +1, · · · ,K},

then each probability goes to 1. It is derived from the re-

lationship that limx→∞(1 − c
x
)x = 1

ec
. Therefore, if the

entire network size scales n = ω(SNR
∑

K
k=M+1

2ρM
k ) =

ω(SNR(K−M)(K−M+1)), then the probability PDBF ap-

proaches to 1 and the DoF K is achievable.
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Fig. 1. The average received interference per stream when 6

data streams are transmitted. Two spatial streams are trans-

mitted and three users are selected for CUS and DUS-ZF,

whereas a single spatial stream is transmitted and six users

are selected for DUS-DBF.

Remark 1. For achieving the DoF of K , due to the beam-

forming gain, the proposed DUS-DBF requires a significantly

relaxed scaling law of n compared to the previous result for

the single antenna case, n = ω(SNRK(K−1)) [3].

Remark 2. For achieving the DoF of MK , it was shown that

the DUS with zero forcing receiver (DUS-ZF) [4] requires the

network size which scales as n = ω(SNRM2K(K−1)). On the

other hand, the DUS-DBF can achieve the DoF of MK by se-

lecting MK user pairs if n = ω(SNR(MK−M)(MK−M+1)).
That is, the DUS-DBF can achieve MK DoF in (n,MK)-
user interference channel. The scaling law of n for the DUS-

DBF is smaller than that for the DUS-ZF for achieving the

same DoF of MK .

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Fig. 1 shows the average received interference per spatial

stream as a function of the network size n when M = 2,

SNR=25dB, and γij = d−2
ij , where dij is the distance between

transmitter i and receiver j. For comparison, besides the pro-

posed DUS-DBF, the CUS and the DUS-ZF are considered,

and each scheme achieves DoF of 6. This figure shows that

the proposed DUS-DBF significantly outperforms the other

schemes in terms of the average received interference per spa-

tial stream.
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